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Amid Ukraine's deepening crisis, the presidents of post-Soviet republics and European Union
member states are gathering in Prague to save a project to boost their ties.

Launched in the Czech capital in 2009, the Eastern Partnership was supposed to inspire
democratic change in six post-communist nations to ensure political stability and turn
the territory east of the EU's border into a region of stable and prosperous democracies.

In exchange, the EU promised Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine
free-trade agreements, visa-free travel and other incentives.

But this eastward move by the EU has been put in doubt after Russia annexed part of Ukraine
last month and warned it would not agree with any attempts by the West to expand into this
strategic region.

By gathering Thursday in Prague, the leaders of these former Soviet republics are in some way
re-stating their preference for closer ties to Europe. But some analysts believe this EU



program has already failed.

"The project of Eastern Partnership as it was created five years ago is, in fact, in ruins," said
Petr Kratochvil, director of Prague's Institute of International Relations. "We might even say
it is dead."

Kratochvil said a lack of real support from the 28-nation EU and corruption in those former
Soviet republics are among the factors to blame for the program's failure. But he said
the greatest factor is Russia's push since 2012 "to intensively fight against the spreading
of EU's influence in the region and in particular against the Eastern Partnership."

Russia worked aggressively and successfully to derail the EU deal with Ukraine in November,
setting off months of protests that toppled Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych. The same
thing happened to the EU agreement with Armenia.

The presidents of Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia and Moldova as well as Ukraine's foreign
minister are scheduled to attend the meeting with their counterparts from the Czech
Republic, Austria, Lithuania, Poland and Slovakia.

Belarus is boycotting the event because its leader, authoritarian President Alexander
Lukashenko, was not invited.

The outcome of the gathering is unclear. With a plan by Russia to soon launch an ambitious
Eurasian Union counter project, the partnership countries now find themselves "between
a rock and a hard place," said Kratochvil.
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